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RECOMMENDATION  That the Cultural Heritage Commission: 
 

1. Take the property under consideration as an Historic-Cultural Monument per Los 
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10   
because the application and accompanying photo documentation suggest the submittal 
warrants further investigation. 

 
2. Adopt the report findings. 

 
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of PlanningN1907 
 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]  [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] 
    
Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager  Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources  Office of Historic Resources 
 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] 
   
Melissa Jones, Planning Assistant  
Office of Historic Resources   
 
Attachment: Historic-Cultural Monument Application 

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 
 
HEARING DATE: May 16, 2019 
TIME:  10:00 AM 
PLACE:  City Hall, Room 1010 
  200 N. Spring Street 
  Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 

CASE NO.: CHC-2019-2304-HCM 
                    ENV-2019-2305-CE   
 
Location: 5060 West Los Feliz Boulevard 
Council District: 4 - Ryu 
Community Plan Area: Hollywood 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Los Feliz 
Legal Description: TR 4502, Lot 2 
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SUMMARY 
 
The Miller Residence is a one-story single-family residence located on West Los Feliz 
Boulevard between Nottingham Avenue and Chislehurst Drive in the Los Feliz neighborhood of 
Los Angeles. Constructed in 1922, the subject property was designed in the Spanish Colonial 
Revival architectural style by noted Los Angeles-area architectural firm Gable and Wyant. The 
residence was built for automotive glass pioneer John F. Miller and his family. 
 
Rectangular in plan, the subject property is of wood-frame construction with smooth stucco 
cladding. The residence has a multi-planed clay tile roof over the front portion and a flat roof 
with a parapet over the rear. The primary, north-facing elevation is asymmetrically composed 
and features an arcade with five rectangular columns that leads to the main entrance consisting 
of a pair of French doors. There is a chimney on the west-facing elevation. Fenestration is 
inclusive of multi-lite wood casement windows and vinyl windows. Ornamentation includes 
decorative balustrades and wrought iron detailing. The interior of the subject property features a 
center atrium with a tile fountain, exposed wood beams, built-in cabinetry, decorative woodwork, 
and wood flooring. An attached garage is located at the southwest corner of the residence. 
 
Architects George Elmore Gable (1892-1953) and Stanley Wyant (1890-1964) were both born in 
Iowa and began their practice in Los Angeles in 1922. Their firm, Gable and Wyant, maintained 
offices in Downtown Los Angeles as well as Beverly Hills. The firm designed several buildings in 
the Spanish Revival, Art Deco, and Modern styles for Beverly Hills’ commercial district. Some of 
the firm’s works in the Los Angeles area include the 7th Street and Gladys Street Hotel (1924), 
the Beverly Hills Women’s Club (1925), and the Hangar No. 1 Building (1929, HCM #44). 
 
The subject property appears to have undergone minor alterations over the years that include a 
kitchen remodel in 2003, resurfacing of the exterior stucco in 2017, the addition of a pool in 
2018, and a bathroom renovation, the replacement of original windows with vinyl, and the 
addition of security bars to some windows, all at unknown dates. 
 
The citywide historic resources survey, SurveyLA, identified the subject property as eligible for 
listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as a Contributor to the potential 
Los Feliz Heights Residential Historic District, which is significant as a highly intact collection of 
Period Revival-style residential architecture from the 1920s through the 1940s. 
 
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria: 
 

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community; 

2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or 
local history; or 

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of 
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect 
whose individual genius influenced his or her age. 
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FINDINGS 
 
Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that 
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument. 
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3. STYLE & MATERIALS

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

Proposed Monument Name:

Other Associated Names:

Street Address: 

Range of Addresses on Property:

Assessor Parcel Number:

/ĚĞŶƟĮĐĂƟŽŶ�ĐŽŶƚ͛Ě͗

Zip: Council District:

Community Name:

Tract: Block: Lot:

Proposed Monument
Property Type: Building Structure Object Site/Open Space Natural

Feature

1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION

�ĞƐĐƌŝďĞ�ĂŶǇ�ĂĚĚŝƟŽŶĂů�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ͕�ŚĞƌĞ͗�

Year built: Factual EƐƟŵĂƚĞĚ Threatened?

Architect/Designer: Contractor:  

Original Use: Present Use:

Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site? Yes UnŬŶŽǁŶ�;ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�ŝŶ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶ�ϳͿ

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CURRENT STATUS

EŽ�;ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�ŝŶ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶ�ϳͿ
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HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

4. ALTERATION HISTORY

>ŝƐƚ�ĚĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ǁƌŝƚĞ�Ă�ďƌŝĞĨ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶǇ�ŵĂũŽƌ�ĂůƚĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ�Žƌ�ĂĚĚŝƟŽŶƐ͘�dŚŝƐ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶ�ŵĂǇ�ĂůƐŽ�ďĞ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚ�ŽŶ�Ă�ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚ͘�
/ŶĐůƵĚĞ�ĐŽƉŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĞƌŵŝƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ�ƉĂĐŬĞƚ͘�DĂŬĞ�ƐƵƌĞ�ƚŽ�ůŝƐƚ�ĂŶǇ�ŵĂũŽƌ�ĂůƚĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ŶŽ�ƉĞƌŵŝƚƐ͕�ĂƐ�ǁĞůů͘

5. EXISTING HISTORIC RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION ;ŝĨ�ŬŶŽwn)

^ƵrveǇ�EĂŵĞ;ƐͿ͗

ListĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ĂůŝfŽƌŶŝĂ�RegistĞƌ�ŽĨ�,ŝstŽƌŝcĂů�RĞƐŽƵrces

�ĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĞůŝŐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŶĂƟŽŶĂů͕�ƐƚĂƚĞ͕�Žƌ�ůŽĐĂů�ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬ�
ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďǇ�ĂŶ�ŚŝstŽƌŝĐ�rĞƐŽƵrĐĞƐ�ƐƵrveǇ;ƐͿ

ListĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�EĂƟŽŶĂů�RegistĞƌ�ŽĨ�,ŝstŽƌŝc�WůĂĐĞƐ

&ŽƌŵĂůůǇ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĞůŝŐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�EĂƟŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ��ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ�ZĞŐŝƐƚĞƌƐ

>ŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĂŶ�,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐ�WƌĞƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶ�KǀĞƌůĂǇ��ŽŶĞ�;,WK�Ϳ
�ŽŶƚƌŝďƵƟŶŐ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞ

EŽŶͲĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƟŶŐ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞ

KƚŚĞƌ�ŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů�Žƌ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƟŽŶƐ͗

6. APPLICABLE HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant contributions to the
broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community.

. /Ɛ�associated ǁŝƚŚ�the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local history.

. �ŵďŽĚŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; or represents a notable
work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

dŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ�ĞǆĞŵƉůŝĮĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ��ƵůƚƵƌĂů�,ĞƌŝƚĂŐĞ�KƌĚŝŶĂŶĐĞ��ƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ�;^ĞĐƟŽŶ�ϮϮ͘ϭϳϭ͘ϳͿ͗�



8. CONTACT INFORMATION

Name: Company:

Street Address:

Zip: Phone Number:

City: State:

Email:

Applicant

Name: Company:

Street Address:

Zip: Phone Number:

City: State:

Email:

EŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ�WƌĞƉĂƌĞƌͬ�ƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ͛Ɛ�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟǀĞ

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS

dŚŝƐ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶ�ĂůůŽǁƐ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐ�Ăƚ�ůĞŶŐƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŝŐŶŝĮĐĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ�ŝƚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�
ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚĞĚ�ĂŶ�,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐͲ�ƵůƚƵƌĂů�DŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ͘�dǇƉĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ŽŶ�ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƩaĐŚ�ƚŚĞŵ�ƚŽ�ƚŚŝƐ�
ĨŽƌŵ͘

�͘�WƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�DŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ��ĞƐĐƌŝƉƟŽŶ�Ͳ��ĞƐĐƌŝďĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ Ɛ͛�ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů�ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƟĐƐ�ĂŶĚ�
ƌĞůĂƟŽŶƐŚŝƉ�ƚŽ�ŝƚƐ�ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͘��ǆƉĂŶĚ�ŽŶ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶƐ�Ϯ�ĂŶĚ�ϯ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ŵŽƌĞ�ĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝƉ-
ƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŝƚĞ͘��ǆƉĂŶĚ�ŽŶ�ƐĞĐƟŽŶ�ϰ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶͬĂůƚĞƌĂƟŽŶ�ŚŝƐƚŽƌǇ�ŝŶ�ĚĞƚĂŝů�ŝĨ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝƐ�
ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ�ƚŽ�ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ Ɛ͛�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌŵ͘�/ĚĞŶƟĨǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞ�ĂŶǇ�ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ-
ĚĞĮŶŝŶŐ�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�ƐƉĂĐĞƐ͕�Žƌ�ůĂŶĚƐĐĂƉĞ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ͘

�͘�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�^ŝŐŶŝĮĐĂŶĐĞ�Ͳ��ĚĚƌĞƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ Ɛ͛�ŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐ͕�ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů͕�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐ-
ƚƵƌĂů�ƐŝŐŶŝĮĐĂŶĐĞ�ďǇ�ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŶŐ�ŚŽǁ�ŝƚ�ƐĂƟƐĮĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�,�D�ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ�ǇŽƵ�ƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�^ĞĐƟŽŶ�ϲ͘�zŽƵ�ŵƵƐƚ�
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƟĂů�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͘�dŚĞ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�^ŝŐŶŝĮĐĂŶĐĞ�ŝƐ�ǇŽƵƌ�
ŵĂŝŶ�ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƟŽŶ�ƐŽ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƟĂƚĞ�ĂŶǇ�ĐůĂŝŵƐ�ǇŽƵ�ŵĂŬĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƟŶŐ�
ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͘

Name: Company:

Street Address:

Zip: Phone Number:

City: State:

Email:

WƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ�KǁŶĞƌ zes No hŶŬŶoǁŶ/Ɛ�ƚŚĞ�ŽǁŶĞƌ�ŝŶ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ͍
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9. SUBMITTAL

Name: Date: Signature:

APPLICATION CHECKLIST

tŚĞŶ�ǇŽƵ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŶŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ͕�ĐŽŵƉŝůĞ�Ăůů�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ƐƉĞĐŝĮĞĚ�ďĞůŽǁ͘��ůƚŚŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶƟƌĞ�
ƉĂĐŬĞƚ�ŵƵƐƚ�ŶŽƚ�ĞǆĐĞĞĚ�ϭϬϬ�ƉĂŐĞƐ͕�ǇŽƵ�ŵĂǇ�ƐĞŶĚ�ĂĚĚŝƟŽŶĂů�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŽŶ�Ă����Žƌ�ŇĂƐŚ�ĚƌŝǀĞ͘

ϭ͘�� EŽŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ�&Žƌŵ

Ϯ͘�� tƌŝƩĞŶ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ���ĂŶĚ��

ϯ͘�� �ŝďůŝŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ

ϰ͘�� dǁŽ�WƌŝŵĂƌǇ�WŚŽƚŽƐ�ŽĨ��ǆƚĞƌŝŽƌͬDĂŝŶ�&ĂĐĂĚĞ
� ;ϴǆϭϬ͕�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�ƉŚŽƚŽ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ�ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ͘��ůƐŽ��
� ĞŵĂŝů�Ă�ĚŝŐŝƟĂů�ĐŽƉǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�ƉŚŽƚŽ�ƚŽ͗�� �
� ƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ͘ŽŚƌΛůĂĐŝƚǇ͘ŽƌŐͿ

ϱ͘�� �ŽƉŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�WƌŝŵĂƌǇͬ^ĞĐŽŶĚĂƌǇ��ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ

ϲ͘�� �ŽƉŝĞƐ�ŽĨ��ƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�WĞƌŵŝƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�DĂũŽƌ��ůƚĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ
� ;ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ�ĮƌƐƚ�ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ�ƉĞƌŵŝƚƐͿ

ϳ͘�� �ĚĚŝƟŽŶĂů͕��ŽŶƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ�WŚŽƚŽƐ�

ϴ͘�� ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů�WŚŽƚŽƐ

ϵ͘�� �ŝŵĂƐ�WĂƌĐĞů�ZĞƉŽƌƚ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�EŽŵŝŶĂƚĞĚ�WĂƌĐĞůƐ
� ;ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŵĂƉͿ

WůĞĂƐĞ�read each Ɛƚatement and check the corrĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ�ďoǆĞƐ�to indicate that you agrĞĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�Ɛƚatemenƚ͕�ƚŚĞŶ�ƐŝŐŶ�ďĞůŽǁ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ�ƐƉĂĐĞ͘��ŝƚŚĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ�Žƌ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĞƌ�ŵĂǇ�ƐŝŐŶ͘

10. RELEASE

/�ĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�Ăůů�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ƐƵďŵŝƩĞĚ�ǁŝůů�ďĞĐŽŵĞ�ƉƵďůŝĐ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚƐ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�ƚŚĞ��ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ�WƵďůŝĐ�ZĞĐŽƌĚƐ��Đƚ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ�
ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ǁŝůů�ďĞ�ŵĂĚĞ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�ƵƉŽŶ�ƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ�ƚŽ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƵďůŝĐ�ĨŽƌ�ŝŶƐƉĞĐƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽƉǇŝŶŐ͘

/�ĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�/�ŚĂǀĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ƚŽ�ƐƵďŵŝƚ�Žƌ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĞƌŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƐƵďŵŝƚ�Ăůů�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞĚ�
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SUMMARY 
 
The Miller Residence by Gable & Wyant is a single-family, Spanish Colonial Revival-style 
residence located on Los Feliz Boulevard between Vermont and Western Avenues.  The residence is 
built with reserved detail and embodies many of the defining features of Spanish Revival 
architecture, including elevated ceilings, a Mission-style corredor entryway, and multi-gabled roofing 
with tapered terracotta tiles, to name just a few.  The defining feature of the house, however, is the 
center atrium–originally an open-air courtyard—with a tile fountain and exposed rafters.  
Constructed from October to December of 1922, the residence was built for automotive glass 
pioneer John F. Miller and his family.   

 
The Miller Residence is also notable as one of the earliest works by the architects George Elmore 
Gable and Carl Stanley Wyant, having incorporated the same year as “Gable & Wyant, Architects.”  
In a career spanning more than three decades, Gable & Wyant built numerous residential and 
commercial structures throughout Southern California, their most notable work being Hangar One at 
Los Angeles International Airport.  The duo’s renown was such that they were commissioned to 
build elaborate structures for both public and private parties, including residences, commercial 
buildings, and public schools.  Further, Gable & Wyant are considered to be “master architects” by 
the City of Beverly Hills, and their works have been selected for preservation by the cities of both 
Beverly Hills and West Hollywood.  In addition to the cities that have preserved the duo’s buildings, 
two of Gable & Wyant’s works are listed on the National Register of Historic Places—Hangar One 
and the Beverly Hills Women’s Club.   

The architectural style of the Miller Residence, the reserved detail with which it is constructed, and 
the renown of architects Gable & Wyant all make the Miller Residence a structure worthy of 
preservation by the City of Los Angeles because, per Section 22.171.7 of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance, the Miller Residence “embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of 
construction; [and] represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius 
influenced his or her age.” 

 

 
I. EXTERIOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION  
 
a. FRONT OF RESIDENCE 
The Miller Residence is built with framed wood construction and clad with smooth (or “Santa 
Barbara”) stucco.  Smoothed or troweled stucco finishes are the most authentic finishes for various 
forms of Spanish, Mission, Pueblo, and Mediterranean architecture.  The front façade of the 
residence features an imposing six-foot French window on the left (east-facing) side, but not the 
right side.  This design technique creates a “focal window,” and is an elaboration that is common of 
detailed Spanish homes with L-shaped floor plans.  Another focal element of the front of the house 
is the tile fountain on the northeastern corner of the lot.  The cedar tree in the parkway in front of 
the Miller Residence—and others like it from Western Avenue to Riverside Drive—are protected 
Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCM #67). 
 



A small opening crowned with an outline of a Mission arch leads from the carport to a long porch 
area.  This porch area is reminiscent of a corredor (English: “arcade”, or “corridor”) and is the 
dominating feature of the front of the residence.  This palatial type of entryway serves as a focal 
point around the fountain and garden areas of Spanish residences, and is found only on the most 
landmark specimens in Los Angeles.   
 
The arcade is lined with five broad, untapered, rectangular columns (or “piers”).  The design of the 
arcade, along with the squared-off openings between the columns, is more characteristic of Mission 
styles; a more directly Spanish-influenced arcade would have featured arched openings along the 
arcade, although Mission arcades feature both arched and squared openings.  Nonetheless, the 
Mission-style corredor was commonly incorporated into Spanish architecture, even after the fixation 
with Mission architecture declined in Los Angeles in the late 1920s.  The inner region of the arcade 
contains ten French windows and doors, ending with a quartet of French windows constituting the 
primary entrance to the residence.   
 
The roof of the residence’s front façade is of the hip-and-valley style; the intermixed hipped and 
gabled roof formations create “hips” and “valleys” as they intersect in different areas.  According to 
Virginia Savage McAlester, this is intended to mimic the mixed roof forms of Andalusian villages 
and is one of the rarer roofing techniques among Spanish homes in the United States.  The front 
roof is covered with tapered terracotta Mission tiles, the great majority of which are original.  As is 
typical with Spanish Revival architecture, the eaves of the residence have very little overhang.  The 
remaining 40 feet of the roof is simply flat with composite roofing and crowned with simple one-
foot tall rectangular coping.   
 
All sides of the house contain two or more short sections of vasiform balustrades that serve as attic 
vents; the front façade of the residence in its own right contains four of these attic vents.  All of the 
attic vents are original and intact.  The front of the residence is level with Los Feliz Boulevard, while 
the sides and rear of the house are elevated as the grading declines closer to the rear (south-facing) 
side of the lot. 
 
b. REAR OF RESIDENCE  
The rear of the residence also features prominent French fenestration and doors of various sizes.  
Most of the fenestration in the rear of the residence consists of the casement windows original to 
the construction of the house, the exceptions being the vinyl crank-style windows of the kitchen.  
Because the rear of the residence had to be elevated due to the lowering grade of the lot, Gable & 
Wyant utilized the resulting space to incorporate an attached garage on the southwest corner of the 
house, and a storage space on the south side of the house.  The garage entry is enclosed with 
swinging carriage-style wooden doors painted with a walnut stain.  The storage space, now used as a 
utility room, is enclosed with vinyl French-style doors, which are colored with the same royal blue as 
the residence’s fenestration.  Finally, at the southeast corner of the residence, a small door leads to 
the crawlspace of the house, revealing a space tall enough to stand mostly upright once inside. 
 
The rear yard, which is about 5,000 square feet, is surrounded by hedges and is canopied with a 
twenty foot-tall Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) tree.  A slightly elevated outdoor kitchen is adorned 
with Southwestern tile work and cabinetry, and features a sink, pizza oven, and electrical outlets.  At 
the eastern edge of the yard, a long staircase leads from the outdoor kitchen area to the upper level 
of the house.   
 



c. EAST AND WEST-FACING FACADES OF RESIDENCES  
The west-facing façade features a quartet of five-foot French windows overlooking the driveway.  
The west-side of the house is also the location of the residence’s Mediterranean-style chimney, 
which adds a quasi-tower element to the residence.  The chimney is tapered near the base and at the 
very top, ending with brick outlet flues.  The diamond shape of these outlet flues is a minor 
inclusion that nonetheless demonstrates a regard for detail and strict adherence to classic Spanish 
design.  Also located on the west-facing side of the residence is a service, or guest, entrance.  During 
the period of construction, it was common for guests—and butlers— to enter prominent homes 
such as the Millers’ through a door out-of-view from the street scene.  
 
d. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
More broadly, the residence measures 45 feet by 67 feet, is 19 feet tall at the highest point (chimney 
excluded), and rests on a 9,000 square foot lot.  The east and west facades of the residence are set 
back from the neighboring lots by a generous distance—about ten feet each—as is typical with 
estate zoning on Los Feliz Boulevard.  Most of the residence is surrounded by a masonry courtyard 
wall which, while not original to the construction of the residence, mimics the walled nature of the 
entrances and courtyards of Spanish villas.  
 
 
 
II.  INTERIOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION  
 
The interior floor plan of the residence lies somewhere between a rectangular and L-shaped plan.  
The residence is comprised of ten rooms, organized into roughly three suites, with nearly all of the 
ten rooms revolving around a center atrium (converted from an open courtyard) with a hexagonal 
tile fountain.  The historic French fenestration, of which there is a generous quantity, allows for a 
profusion of natural light to enter all areas of the house.  The house is replete with detailed, classic 
Spanish interior design features including, among other things, a recessed nicho, metal light fixtures, 
ornamental hardware, built-in furniture, and decorative woodwork. 
 
a. LIVING ROOM 
Principally, the living room features a twelve-foot ceiling and an oak floor of two-inch boards with a 
walnut stain. The interior fenestration and trim are stained with the same finish as the floors.  A pair 
of four-foot French windows accompany the fireplace on each side.  When added to the ten doors 
and windows lining the arcade, the fenestration of the residence allows for a profusion of natural 
light to enter the living room and adjacent dining room.  
 
The current fireplace of the residence is parabolic in shape, with an opening framed by historic tin 
tiles.  The fireplace, while altered from its original form, contains a particular design element of 
Spanish architecture called a nicho (English: “a niche”), a recessed wall cavity usually dedicated to 
religious icons.  This reserved feature appears in classic Spanish architecture all over the world, 
including Mexico, Central America, South America, as well as Italy and much of Latin Europe.   
 
b. BEDROOMS 
Adjacent to the living room is the front master bedroom.  The front master bedroom contains the 
same design features as the living room with regards to flooring, fenestration, and hardware.  The 
focal French window at the front of the house peers into this first master bedroom.  A pair of 



French doors lead straight from the arcade into this front bedroom, essentially forming the first 
“suite” of the Miller Residence.  
 
The two other bedrooms are at the rear of the residence.  The first is on the south side of the 
residence.  This bedroom contains the same design features as the living room and front master 
bedroom, except that the floorboards are three-inch boards.  At the southeast corner of the 
residence is the second master bedroom, which has painted fenestration and trim, but otherwise 
resembles the south bedroom with regard to flooring, hardware, and trim style. 
 
Both of these rear bedrooms contain multiple French windows.  The southeast master bedroom 
contains 3 pairs of four-foot French windows, and the south bedroom contains a single pair of large, 
five-foot French windows.   
 
Both of these bedrooms retain most of their original bathroom designs.  The guest bathroom retains 
its original wood floors and lone casement window, and the master bathroom retains its original tile 
flooring, casement windows, and bathtub.  The southeast bathroom also contains one of the Miller 
Residence’s three built-in cabinetry installations, a common inclusion in Spanish and other forms of 
architecture from the period. 
 
c. DINING ROOM 
The dining room bears some of the same design features as the adjacent living room.  However, the 
dining room’s painted fenestration and elaborate crown molding set it aside from other rooms in the 
house, as does the room’s slightly lowered ceiling.  All three features contrast with the raised ceilings 
and natural woodwork of adjacent rooms.  The southwest corner of the dining room contains 
another of the residence’s three built-in cabinetry installations, probably intended to be a dish 
cabinet.  A retractable wall of historic French doors separates the dining room from the center 
courtyard-atrium at the east.  Finally, a swinging wooden door, also original to the residence’s 
construction, leads from the dining room to the kitchen, at south.   
 
d. KITCHEN  
The kitchen is located on the southwest corner of the building and adjacent to the dining room.  
The design of the kitchen differs most strongly from the rest of the house, having been modernized 
in 2003 by the then-owner.  All, if not most, of the kitchen appliances are modern.  The granite 
countertops are a departure from the tiled countertops typical of a period kitchen.  The maple-
stained hardwood floors are not original to the construction of the residence.  The stove area, 
however, contains tile work that can be found in traditional kitchens in Mexico, Central America, 
and Latin Europe. Additionally, the kitchen cabinets are reminiscent of those found in Arts-and-
Crafts kitchens.  Lastly, a Dutch-style door accesses the kitchen from the residence’s service 
entrance. 
 
e. COURTYARD-ATRIUM 
The whole residence revolves around a center atrium, which was most likely converted from its 
original state as an open courtyard.  This atrium contains a hexagonal fountain inlaid on its exterior 
with hand-formed tiles. The floor of the atrium is made of large, square concrete tiles—an authentic 
Spanish touch—many of which have been naturally discolored, due to their age and/or exposure to 
the environment. Exposed wooden rafters with corbelled rafter tails line the ceiling above the 
atrium.  A gabled roof of wood and glass over the atrium allows for more natural light to enter the 
house.   



 
An open courtyard is a hallmark of both Spanish and Mission architecture.  The inclusion of this 
reserved detail in a single-family residence in Los Angeles makes the Miller Residence all the more of 
a stand-out local example of Spanish architecture.   
 
It is unknown whether this atrium was left open to the elements sans the gabled roof, or if it was 
built as it is today.  However, at least one drain is installed on the concrete tile floor of the atrium, 
indicating the possibility that the atrium was originally designed to absorb rain.   
 
f. DEN 
The den is adjacent to the courtyard, midway through the residence’s eastern side.  A pair of French 
doors lead from the courtyard to the den.  The den, together with the southeast bedroom and the 
powder room, constitute the second “suite” of the residence.  The den is lit by two pairs of French 
windows which, unlike most of the fenestration in the house, are painted white.  The den bears the 
same style of window and floor trim as the rest of the residence, but they too are painted white.  The 
walls of the den are adorned with one-inch wall frame molding.  The hardwood floors of the den are 
finished with the same maple stain as the kitchen and are most likely not original to the residence’s 
construction.   
 
g. POWDER ROOM 
A powder room adjoins the rear master bedroom with the den.  The powder room retains its 
original built-in, illuminated vanity with serpentine woodwork, a luxurious inclusion in a single-
family home.  Also intact in this room are the original closets, doors, and glass hardware.  The built-
in bench, typical of a powder room from the era, is absent, its former presence demarcated by nail 
holes on the floorboards.   
 
 
 
ALTERATIONS TO THE MILLER RESIDENCE 
 
SUMMARY 
Both the interior and exterior alterations of the residence are minimal and reversible.  The most 
major alterations to the residence are found amongst the atrium, kitchen, den, fireplace, and front 
bathroom. 
 
a. EXTERIOR ALTERATIONS 
Since its construction in 1922, the residence has received at least two new coats of stucco, the most 
recent of which was a restoration of the smoothed Santa Barbara-style stucco.  During a previous re-
stuccoing of the residence, the masonry pilaster emphasizing the focal French casement window at 
the front left (east-facing) side of the house was improperly obfuscated with stucco.  Some windows 
toward the front of the house have modern security bars attached.  It is unknown whether the broad 
piers lining the corredor (arcade) were originally clad with stucco, stained, or left natural.  Other than 
these routine or otherwise minor renovations, the front exterior of the residence is largely unaltered.   
 
b. INTERIOR ALTERATIONS 
The fireplace of the residence retains the original nicho, the recessed cavity dedicated to religious 
icons.  Other than that, the fireplace has been largely remodeled, also at an unknown date but 



possibly after an earthquake.  The present parabolic shape of the fireplace is not consistent with 
Spanish interior design.  A fireplace in a Spanish or Mission residence would have taken on a 
trapezoidal shape with an outlet flue leading along the wall, becoming more finely tapered as it 
moved upward toward the ceiling. 
 
Aside from the fireplace, the living room and dining room are both largely unaltered, retaining their 
original French windows, doors, hardware, and oak flooring.  The floors have likely been refinished 
over time, possibly sometime in the early-mid 20th century, based on the two-pronged design of the 
floor-mounted electrical outlets in the dining room.  Regardless, the flooring is consistent with 
Spanish Colonial Revival design in that they are made of thin hardwood boards which are 
customarily painted or stained.   
 
It is also possible that the opening leading from the living room to the dining room is not original to 
the construction of the residence, based on how the trim lining this opening differs from the trim in 
the rest of the house.   
 
In 2003, the kitchen was remodeled into a modern kitchen, as described in the previous section.  
The kitchen’s present hardwood floors with a light stain are not original to the construction of the 
residence.  The fenestration of the kitchen, which overlooks the driveway and backyard, have been 
replaced with nylon, crank-operated windows. The sole remaining feature of the kitchen is the 
Dutch door leading from the service entrance into the kitchen.  
 
The office-den on the east side of the residence has also received some remodeling.  The present 
floors are probably the same hardwood boards that were used during the kitchen remodel.  Wall 
framing trim has also been incorporated into the den’s design.  Despite being common in English 
homes from the period, wall frame trim is not common to Spanish interior design; the trim was 
likely added at a later date.  The den does, however, retain its original French fenestration, French 
doors, hardware, and light fixtures.  
 
The two rear bedrooms of the residence are largely unaltered, save for their corresponding 
bathrooms. The front master bathroom has been remodeled, albeit with “Southwestern” motifs like 
adobe and Fleur d’Lis tilework that can be found in Spanish, Mission, or Pueblo architecture. The 
southeast master bathroom is largely original, retaining its original bathtub, built-in cabinetry and 
hexagonal tile floor.  The sink was replaced at a later date, and modern tile work was added on the 
wall alongside the historic bathtub, also at a later date.  All bathrooms retain their original French 
casement windows, although the glass panels of the front master bathroom’s French windows have 
been replaced with decorative privacy glass. 
 
Aside from the uncertain originality of the courtyard-atrium’s gabled roof, there are four other 
minor modifications to the room.  The first of these modifications are the shutter doors leading 
from the atrium to the southeast master bedroom.  The original floor plans of the residence do not 
display the symbolisms indicative of any kind of door being at this location.  This southeast 
bedroom instead may have only been accessible through the den area, essentially constituting a 
separate suite of the residence.  Secondly, the interior tiles of the fountain were replaced with 
modern, machine-cut tiles at an unknown date, probably due to the natural wear brought upon the 
original hand-formed tiles by the water and sun.  The historic, hand-formed tiles of the fountain’s 
exterior, however, are intact.  Thirdly, the wall of the atrium was resurfaced with a wrinkled stucco 



texture at an unknown date.  Lastly, the courtyard received air inlet flues when the residence was 
equipped with modern HVAC systems. 
 
 
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ARCHITECTS – GABLE & WYANT 
 
Architects George Elmore Gable (24 April 1892, Center Point, Iowa – 20 April 1953, Los Angeles) 
and Carl Stanley Wyant (1890, Janesville, Iowa – 12 May 1964, Los Angeles) operated under the firm 
name of Gable & Wyant.  Gable earned his Bachelor of Science degree in architecture from the 
University of Illinois in 1914, and Wyant earned his Bachelor of Science degree in architectural 
engineering from the same university in 1916.  Both men earned their master’s degrees in 1918.  
During the time between the awarding of their degrees and the opening of their firm, the young men 
were employed as draftsman for prominent architects, including the firm of Allison & Allison, who 
designed UCLA’s Royce Hall and the Southern California Edison Building.  Gable, for his part, was 
employed as an engineer and coordinator for the United States Navy’s Department of Yards and 
Docks toward the end of World War I.   
 
Entries in The American Contractor and American Architect and Architecture from January 1922 announce 
that “George E. Gable and C. Stanley Wyant, architects, have opened offices for the practice of their 
profession at 634 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal., under the firm name of ‘Gable & 
Wyant, Architects.’ ”  The firm’s real estate and architecture office was located directly across the 
street from the Wiltern Theater.  
 
Gable & Wyant would go on to become renowned architects throughout Los Angeles County, 
receiving commissions to build elaborate structures including residences, commercial buildings, and 
public schools for both public agencies and private parties.  Aside from the place of their works 
within the cultural history of Los Angeles, Gable & Wyant were one of about a dozen firms that 
contributed multiple buildings to Beverly Hills’ Historic District, according to the Beverly Hills 
Office of Historic Preservation.  As such, the Office of Historic Preservation lists Gable & Wyant as 
one of their city’s master architects. Additionally, the City of West Hollywood has identified and 
documented at least one commercial building designed by Gable & Wyant.  Furthermore, two of 
their works—Hangar No. 1 and the Beverly Hills Women’s Club— are listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places.  
 
Toward the end of the careers, Gable & Wyant gained enough renown to have collaborated with 
other geniuses of their time, most notably Ralph D. Cornell, a renowned landscape architect who 
was influential in the development of Los Angeles’ “Garden City” aesthetics.  Renderings from 1948 
indicated that the firm was collaborating with Cornell to design a modern business park called 
Auroratowne. The location of this master-planned business park is unknown; there are sites called 
“Auroratowne” located in Illinois and Colorado, as well as a town in Central California called 
Aurora.  The firm also collaborated with Cornell on a Ranch-style housing court at 7833 
Lankershim Boulevard, which still stands.  
 
The firm was active between the opening of their offices in 1922 and up until George Gable’s death 
in 1953.  At the time of Gable’s death, they had just completed their final public commission, the 
39th Street School in South Central Los Angeles.  The firm’s original office on Wilshire and Western 



was destroyed by fire in June 1972, and is now the site of the Metro Red Line platform.  Their 
second and final office at 3723 Wilshire Boulevard was demolished in 1969 to build a financial 
center.  The duo’s work, however, lives on throughout Los Angeles County.  Their residential and 
commercial buildings, public and private, continue to be appreciated and utilized for various 
purposes.   
 
 
a. NOTABLE STRUCTURES BY GABLE & WYANT 
Gable & Wyant are foremost recognized for two of their works in particular.  Arguably the most 
famous Gable & Wyant structure is Hangar No. 1 at Los Angeles International Airport.  In the 
mid-1920s, what is now known as LAX was a dirt landing strip called Mines Field.  In June 1929, the 
City of Los Angeles commissioned Gable & Wyant to design a grand airport hangar that would 
foreshadow future development of this barren field.  The City of Los Angeles purchased the airfield 
in 1937, but it would be nearly two decades before commercial operations began at LAX.    
According to Christy McAvoy of AVIA, the preservation consultants who oversaw the Hangar’s 
restoration, "Los Angeles was trying to create an image for its municipal airport, and this was part of 
that early image building." 
 
Of the five hangars built on the airstrip, Gable & Wyant’s Hangar No. 1 is the sole surviving 
structure from LAX’s epoch as “Mine’s Field.” Hangar One would go on to host notable guests 
such as Charles Lindberg, the Graf Zeppelin, and possibly even Lucky Lindy.  Though the hangar 
was designated a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Landmark in 1966 (HCM #44), it fell out of use and 
into disrepair, and at different times in the 1970s and 1980s was threatened with demolition. 
Preservation advocates and public officials worked in concert to restore the Hangar and have it 
placed on the National Register of Historic Places on July 30th, 1992 (NRHP Monument Reference 
Number 92000959). 
 
The second-most famous structure designed by Gable & Wyant is the historic meeting hall of the 
Beverly Hills Women’s Club, located at 1700 Chevy Chase Drive in the City of Beverly Hills.  The 
women’s organization, founded in 1916, moved into the structure—which was originally 
constructed as a residence—shortly after the time of its completion in 1925.  The Clubhouse is part 
of the City of Beverly Hills’ Historic Preservation Program and was listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places in 2006 (NRHP Monument Reference Number 06000914).  The Miller Residence 
bears many of the same defining features as the Clubhouse, namely: the corredor-inspired entry, the 
prominent French fenestration, and the multi-levelled hip-and-valley roof with curved terracotta 
tiles.   
 
 
b. OTHER COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES BY GABLE & WYANT 
 
The Dryas-Carelton Café (1927) was a restaurant and banquet hall located on the Miracle Mile at 
5301 Wilshire Boulevard, at the intersection with La Brea Avenue.  Built for David S. Dyas, it was a 
grand restaurant designed in the Spanish-Moorish style.  According to historian Martin Treu, the 
Café “applied traditional forms of Spanish architecture to a non-traditional layout and proportion.”  
Treu also describes “a squat, telescoped tower element serving as a distinctive landmark on the street 
corner.”  Further, Treu notes, “an inviting arcade communicated welcome, and liked the tower to 
[…] parking.”  Of the Café, Treu concludes that “Far from being an hacienda in Mexico, this 



building was a creation of the Automotive Age, a response to the freedom of space, and the 
requirement of needing to be identifiable from afar at high speed.” (p. 106) 
 
The Hour Market (1928) was a drive-in market on the border between the City of Inglewood and 
the Hyde Park district of South Central Los Angeles.  The market, originally built for Burton & Co. 
was renamed Jo’s Market before becoming known as The Hour Market, a name that remained for 
most of the market’s existence.  The market is recognized by author Richard Longstreth as another 
example of early transformative automotive architecture in Southern California, he says, because it 
was built during a period when the City was becoming automobile-centric while also rapidly 
suburbanizing.   Formerly located at 6700-6708 West Boulevard and 3530 West 67th Street, the 
market was a major attraction for the neighborhood, spanning the corner of 67th Street and West 
Boulevard. The two Spanish-style buildings comprising the market were gravely damaged, first, by 
the 1992 Los Angeles Riots, and then by the 1994 Northridge Earthquake.  The market was 
ultimately demolished in 1995.  
 
The Heegaard Writers and Artists Building (1924) is another commercial building designed by 
Gable & Wyant for drug salesman A.C. Heegaard, located at 9507 Santa Monica Boulevard at the 
intersection with Rodeo Drive.  The Writers and Artists Building, as it is called in shorthand, is yet 
another of the firm’s works in Beverly Hills; Gable & Wyant were one of about eight architects who 
built multiple buildings in Beverly Hills’ commercial district and gave it the image it retains to this 
day.  
  
The Heegaard building is a stand-out example of commercial architecture during the development 
boom of early twentieth century Los Angeles County.  Gable & Wyant designed the building’s 
ground retail floor in collaboration with Roy Price, implementing features like Churrigueresque 
plaster panels and decorative transom windows. The remainder of the building, designed solely by 
Gable & Wyant, boasts features such as molded cornices, parapets, colonettes, cartouches, and 
prominent French fenestration.   

 
The design of this building goes above and beyond what is required of a commercial building, 
suggesting an effort to establish an image and grandeur for the budding City.  In the 1920s, most 
development was confined to Canon Drive, Beverly Drive, Crescent Drive, and the downtown 
triangle.  Entrepreneurs and stakeholders in Beverly Hills looked no further than the likes of Gable 
& Wyant, W. Asa Hudson, Harry E. Werner, and Norstrom & Anderson to expand these 
boundaries.  In 1923, Gable & Wyant even built the original United States Postal Service Office 
in Beverly Hills, which no longer stands, at the intersection of Brighton Way and Camden Drive. 
 
8851 Santa Monica Boulevard (1926) is yet another detailed Gable & Wyant commercial building, 
located this time in the City of West Hollywood.  This building bears many of the same classic 
Spanish elaborations as the Beverly Hills buildings and others, including decorative frieze panels, 
pedimented windows, and intricate brickwork with heavy stone lintels along the tops of windows.   
 
 
c. OTHER STRUCTURES BY GABLE & WYANT 
Aside from the residences they built in Los Angeles, the Gable & Wyant were commissioned to 
build residences in adjacent districts that were developing at the time.  In 1926, they built the 
residence at 1923 La Mesa Drive in Santa Monica for George L. Crenshaw, who himself developed 
a large portion of the elegant Mid City Los Angeles neighborhoods Wellington Square and Lafayette 



Square.  The firm also built the Parry Residence, located within Huntington Palisades community 
at 441 Ocampo Drive in Pacific Palisades.  A community of mostly English Colonial Revival homes, 
Gable & Wyant stuck to their specialty and built a grand Spanish villa.  In 1925, George B. 
Wardman of San Marino contracted the duo to build a home at 1430 Old Mill Road, a home best 
described as an Italianate villa.  The same year, the duo were hired by Bard’s Theaters to design the 
stores adjacent to their recently constructed Bard’s West Adams Theater at 4409 West Adams 
Boulevard.   

 
In addition, archives from the University of Washington indicate that the firm designed, wholly or in 
part:  The 7th and Gladys Hotel in Downtown Los Angeles, the John Hutchinson House in Los 
Angeles, and the The Oxnard Press-Courier Headquarters, all designed in 1924.  
 
 
d.  SCHOOLS DESIGNED BY GABLE & WYANT 
Finally, in addition to their residential and commercial works, Gable & Wyant contributed their 
designs to at least two schools in Los Angeles County. 
 
The Beverly Vista School in Beverly Hills is the first-known school Gable & Wyant was 
commissioned to build.  The firm designed and contracted the school’s sixth through tenth buildings 
over a period from 1925 to 1928, including the Auditorium.  The schools were built in the Italian 
Renaissance Revival and Romanesque styles, contrasting with the Spanish works for which Gable & 
Wyant are most famous.  Photographs by Dick Whittington Studio from the period of construction 
depict large, ornate, brownstone Italianate buildings with curved tile roofs, frieze panels, arched 
concrete entryways, prominent tower elements, and the generous use of arches as a motif.   
 
Several of the Beverly Vista School buildings built by Gable & Wyant were damaged or destroyed, 
first, in the 1933 Long Beach Earthquake, and then in the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. However, in 
the late 1990s, funds were secured for the restoration of the remaining buildings, among them the 
sole surviving Gable & Wyant-designed building. From 2002 to 2007, the school replenished its 
classroom units, building them with regard to the classic Italianate styles of the original structures.  
The extent of restoration undertaken to restore Gable & Wyant’s only surviving building on the 
campus suggests an appreciation for the work of the school’s original architects, as well as the styles 
that were prominent during the period. 
 
The second known Gable & Wyant school is the 39th Street School, located in South Central’s 
Leimert Park district at 3875-85 Dublin Avenue. In 1950 and 1951, the City of Los Angeles 
commissioned Gable & Wyant to construct two buildings at the school. This was one of the last 
major contracts the firm received before Gable’s 1953 passing and subsequent dissolving of the 
firm. Contrasting greatly with the classical Spanish and Italianate works, the 39th Street School was 
built in the Art Deco style.  The school is known today as the Tom Bradley Global Awareness 
Magnet.  
 
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STYLE – SPANISH COLONIAL REVIVAL 
 
In the late 19th century, the Railroad companies, speculators, and other business interests launched 
campaigns to promote tourism, investment, and settlement in Southern California.  The history of 



Spanish settlement in Southern California and the mythology of the California Missions heavily 
influenced Los Angeles’ great development epoch of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, making the 
re-introduction of Spanish architecture to the region almost inevitable. 
 
What is known as Spanish Colonial Revival architecture is itself a revision of an earlier revival 
movement that began in the late 19th century with what is now called “Mission Revival” architecture.  
Based on the designs of California Missions, the 20th century movement, Spanish Colonial Revival, 
was an attempt to create a signature Californian form of architecture.   
 
Architectural historian David Gebhard attributes the American interest in Revival architecture to the 
World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893.  The World’s Fair was a significant cultural event in 
American history because of the way it imbued Americans with a greater appreciation for their built 
environment.  The fair introduced over 27,000,000 Americans—42% of the population at the 
time—to forms of architecture that perhaps most had never seen before. 
 
However, the event that popularized Spanish architecture throughout Southern California and the 
American Southwest was the 1915 Panama-California Exposition in San Diego.  The Panama Canal 
had just been completed the previous year, and the purpose of the Exposition was to distinguish San 
Diego as the American port closest to the Canal.  Real estate developer D.C. Collier and architects 
Bertram W. Goodhue and Carleton Winslow, the principal organizers of the Exposition, selected 
Spanish and Mission as the architectural styles that they felt would best give Southern California a 
reinvented, international image.  
 
Goodhue, who built the Central Los Angeles Library, appreciated the way Mexican tradition and 
religion reflected in Spanish Colonial architecture.  Late California Historian Kevin Starr 
characterizes Goodhue’s view of Spanish architecture as standing for “a revisionist, anti-industrial 
aesthetic.”  He suggested that a revival of Spanish Colonial architecture was appropriate, given how 
intrinsically connected Hispanic culture had (and has) always been to the American Southwest.   
 
Spanish Colonial Revival architecture in particular, would go on to be one of the styles of choice all 
over Los Angeles—and much of the American Southwest— well into the 1940s.  Residents of 
budding Los Angeles neighborhoods of the period—ranging from upscale Beverly Hills, to streetcar 
suburbs like Leimert Park—developed their own interpretations of Spanish home design, based on 
their individual needs and means.  Some of Los Angeles’ most upscale theaters and hotels were 
designed in the Spanish Revival styles, sometimes incorporating Churrigueresque and Moroccan 
influences.  Spanish architecture continues to be a timeless style for developers and remodelers alike 
because, as Goodhue noted, Spanish Colonial architecture is both romantic and modern, while 
possessing both beauty and utility.  
 
 
 
ABOUT THE CLIENTS – THE MILLER FAMILY 
 
Though not included in the scope of this nomination, the it is worth documenting the lives of the 
Millers, who were an affluent and enterprising family.  John F. Miller (1868 – 1942) was born in 
Ohio to German parents.  His wife, Lois F. Miller (née Louisa S. Hensley, 1870 – c. 1944) was also 
born in Ohio, to American parents.  Circa the 1890s, the couple was living in Iowa, where they gave 



birth to their only child, Clyde C. Miller, in 1891.  The 1920 Census recorded the Millers in Los 
Angeles; John reported that he was a leather goods manufacturer.  While the Miller family is not 
included in the scope of this nomination, a view into their lives illustrates the type of people who 
moved to Los Angeles in the early 20th century and sought out master architects to build their 
homes. 
 
In 1922, Gable & Wyant designed the residence at 5060 Los Feliz Boulevard for John and Lois, and 
the next year built another separate residence for Clyde immediately next door, at 5066 Los Feliz 
Boulevard.  The date of construction for the residences at 5060 and 5066 Los Feliz Boulevard—
1922—make them some of the earliest works by the then-budding young architects.  An extant 
reminder of the family ownership of the two properties is a small walkway leading from John’s 
driveway to the side entry of Clyde’s residence.   
 
In the early 1920s, John and Clyde established their own business, an automotive glass boutique at 
1544 North Cahuenga Boulevard in the nearby bourgeoning Hollywood district.  John, the leather 
tanner, incorporated his craftsmanship into Clyde’s glassware business, and together they pioneered 
innovative windshields, including their patented “Improved Tonneau Windshield” (US Patent 
#US1573086 A).  The innovative windshield incorporated aerodynamic technology, like pivoting 
glass panels for modified airflow.  John designed the upholstery and other furnishings of the 
windshield.  After the death of his parents, Clyde continued to operate the business as “Midwest 
Glass Co.”—an homage to his birthplace—until at least 1966.   
 
The Millers and their “Improved Tonneau Windsheild” are notable in their own right because the 
product was developed, patented, and produced when automotive windshields were first being 
pioneered; the 1915 Oldsmobile models were the first to offer windshields as standardized 
equipment.  Furthermore, the Millers were producing and selling their automotive glass during a 
time when LA’s manufacturing era was in full swing, with numerous entrepreneurs opening factories 
and outlets around Central Los Angeles.   
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Name: Los Feliz Heights Residential Historic District 

 

 

Description: 

This historic district is a cohesive collection of Period Revival-style residential architecture in Los Feliz. The district contains 

approximately 317 one- and two-story single-family residences. The residences are designed in the popular Period Revival 

styles of the day, including the American Colonial, Spanish Colonial, Mediterranean, and Tudor Revival styles. Many of these 

residences were designed by some of the city’s most notable architects, including Paul R. Williams, Milton J. Black, Gordon 

Kaufmann, Wallace Neff, and Morgan Walls & Clements. 

The district sits in the shadow of the Griffith Observatory, from Nottingham Avenue on the west to Vermont Avenue on the 

east, extending northward from Los Feliz Boulevard to the edge of Griffith Park. The area’s topography is hilly, occupying a 

south-facing slope of Mt. Hollywood. This hillside setting creates a curvilinear street pattern that follows the natural 

contours of the Hollywood foothills. Residences occupy irregularly-shaped, sloping sites, some of which enjoy expansive city 

views. Other features include concrete sidewalks (without parkways), mature vegetation (including cedar and carob trees), 

and period street lights. The district also contains several public stairways. 

Significance: 

The Los Feliz Heights Residential Historic District is significant as a highly-intact collection of Period Revival residential 

architecture from the 1920s through the 1940s, and as an excellent example of a prestigious Hollywood Hills neighborhood 

historically occupied by people working in the entertainment industry. The district is composed of 317 properties. Of these, 

232 are contributors, or approximately 73%. The period of significance is 1920-1949, when the contributing properties were 

constructed. 

Los Feliz Heights was originally subdivided in 1921 (Tracts 3733, 5337 and 4441) by land developers C.F. Cook, F.E. Woodley 

and William F. Thompson. The subdivision was situated immediately adjacent to the two city-owned parkland amenities: the 

landscaped parkway along Vermont Avenue to the east, and Griffith Park to the north. 

Los Feliz Heights was conceived as an elegant, exclusive hillside community to be developed with architect-designed homes 

in the popular styles of the day. Advertisements touted the area’s bucolic hillside setting, panoramic city views, and easy 

access to Hollywood or downtown Los Angeles via streetcar or automobile. Hillside slopes were graded to accommodating 

curvilinear streets and irregularly-shaped home sites. Subdivision improvements included paved streets, concrete sidewalks, 

water, sewer, gas, telephone and electric street lights. The subdivision was developed lot-by-lot, with property owners hiring 

their own architect to design a residence specifically for the site. 

Los Feliz Heights is also significant for its association with the entertainment industry in Hollywood. Due to its proximity to 

the film studios, this neighborhood has also attracted influential people working in the entertainment industry, from the 

days of silent film through Hollywood’s golden age and recent decades. Film industry residents have included 

actress/director Bebe Daniels, director Victor Schertzinger, producer Hal Roach, Alan Ladd, Bing Crosby, Carmen Miranda 

and Adolphe Menjou. 

The Los Feliz Heights Residential District is significant as a cohesive collection of exclusive 1920s-1940s Period Revival 

residential architecture and as an excellent example of a hillside subdivision that has been home to many important persons 

in the entertainment industry. 
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Context 1: 

Context: Architecture and Engineering, 1850-1980 

Sub context: No Sub-context 

Theme: Housing the Masses, 1880-1975 

Sub theme: Period Revival Neighborhoods, 1918-1942 

Property type: Automobile Suburb 

Property sub type: Subdivision 

Criteria: C/3/3 

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3 

Reason: The Los Feliz Heights Residential Historic District is significant as a highly-intact collection of Period 

Revival residential architecture from the 1920s through the 1940s. 

 

Context 2: 

Context: Entertainment Industry, 1908-1980 

Sub context: No Sub-context 

Theme: Residential Properties Associated with the Entertainment Industry, 1908-1980 

Sub theme: Entertainment Industry Housing and Neighborhoods, 1908-1949 

Property type: Residential 

Property sub type: Residential District 

Criteria: A/1/1 

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3 

Reason: The Los Feliz Heights Residential Historic District is significant as an excellent example of a prestigious 

Hollywood Hills neighborhood historically occupied by people working in the entertainment industry. 

 

Contributors/Non-Contributors: 

 Primary Address: 2220 N BERENDO ST 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1926 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: Spanish Colonial Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 2226 N BERENDO ST 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1922 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: American Colonial Revival 
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 Primary Address: 5036 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1929 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: Spanish Colonial Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 5042 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1923 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: American Colonial Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 5050 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1928 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: Spanish Colonial Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 5054 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1927 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: Spanish Colonial Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 5057 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Other Address: 2211 N CHISLEHURST DR 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1927 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

 Architectural style: Tudor Revival 

 

 Primary Address: 5060 W LOS FELIZ BLVD 

Type:  Contributor 

Year built: 1922 

Property type/sub type: Residential-Single Family; House 

Architectural style: Spanish Colonial Revival 

 



5060 W. Los Feliz Boulevard 
 
 1s Spanish 5589-011-002 1922  [8.03, 80410] 

 

 Single residence: 10-room, 3-bedroom, 2-bath, 2519 sq/ft. Lot 9000 sq/ft. 90027. 
 Sanborn 1035A. 
 
 B.P. 34962, 10/05/22, RELOC 
  2s residence, 1- family, 10- rooms, 45 X 67 X 19', $10,000 
  J. F. Miller, owner,  
  Gable & Wyant, architects,  
  Gable & Wyant, contractors 
  composition and tile roof 
 B.P. 04438, 03/13/44, ALTER 
 
 1930 census: 
 5060 Los Feliz Blvd. (Value: $20,000): 1) John F. Miller, owner and head of household; 62 year 

old white married male; married at age 25; born in Ohio; father born in Germany, mother in 
New York; a manufacturer of leather goods.  2) Bertha R. Miller, wife; 59 year old white married 
female; married at age 22; born in Illinois; parents born in Ohio; not working.  (71st ED, page 
25B; lines 59-60) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

D G
Los Feliz Improvement Association Historic Resources Survey, Volume 6, Section “L Streets”, page 237. �
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	Miller Residence_UC
	RECOMMENDATION  That the Cultural Heritage Commission:
	FINDINGS

	CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

	Nomination_Reduced

	Proposed Monument Name: Miller Residence
	Name Description: [First Owner/Tenant]
	Associated names: Miller Residence
	Street Address0: 5060 Los Feliz Boulevard
	Zip: 90027
	CD: 4
	Range of Addresses on Property: 5060 to 5060
	Community Name: Los Feliz
	Assessor Parcel Number: 5589011002
	Tract: TR 4502
	Block: None
	Lot: 2
	Identification cont'd: PIN #151-5A195 122 ;  Census Tract #1893.00
	Proposed Monument Type: Buil
	Additional1: 
	Additional2: 
	Year Built: 1922
	Accuracy: Factual
	Threats to Site: [None]
	ArchitectDesigner: Gable & Wyant
	Contractor: George Elmore Gable & Carl Stanley Wyant
	Original use: Residence 
	Present use: Residence
	OriginalSite: Yes
	Style: [Spanish Colonial Revival]
	Stories: 1.5
	Plan Shape: [L-shaped]
	Primary Construction Type: [Wood]
	Secondary Construction Type: [Concrete poured/precast]
	Primary Cladding Material: [Stucco, smooth]
	Secondary Cladding Material: [Stone, art]
	Primary Shape: [Hipped, cross]
	Secondary Shape: [Flat]
	Primary Roof: [Clay tile, rounded]
	Secondary Roof: [Rolled asphalt]
	Primary Window Type: [Casement]
	Secondary Window Type: [Casement]
	Primary Window Material: [Wood]
	Secondary Window Material: [Vinyl]
	Primary Main Entry Style: [Off-center]
	Secondary Main Entry Style: [Hidden]
	Primary Door Material: [French]
	Secondary Door Material: [French]
	AS Date 1: 1944
	AS Summary 1: Re-roofing.
	AS Date 2: 2000
	AS Summary 2: Re-roofing. (Terra cotta roof tiles retained in both cases.)
	AS Date 3: 2003
	AS Summary 3: Near-complete remodel of kitchen.
	AS Date 4: 2017
	AS Summary 4: Seismic retrofit; foundation bolting, cripple wall bracing. No architectural alterations. 
	AS Date 5: 2017
	AS Summary 5: Textured exterior stucco refinished with smooth stucco. 
	AS Date 6: Unknown
	AS Summary 6: Fireplace alteration.
	AS Date 7: Unknown
	AS Summary 7: Renovations of front master bathroom and den. Possibly circa 2003.
	AS Date 8: Unknown
	AS Summary 8: When and if the atrium was open-air, and/or subsequently enclosed. 
	National Register: 
	California Register: 
	Formally eiligible: 
	HPOZ: 
	Contributing Feature: 
	Non-contributing Feature: 
	Historic Resource Survey: 
	Survey Name1: 
	Survey Name2: 
	Other Historic Designation: Los Feliz Improvement Assn.; SurveyLA (Los Feliz Heights)
	Criterion 1: 
	Criterion 2: 
	Criterion 3: Yes
	Contact Name1: EISENBERG, E AND GATTO, M
	Company1: 
	Contact St Address1: 5060 Los Feliz Boulevard
	ContactCity1: Los Angeles
	State1: CA
	Contact Zip1: 90027
	Phone1: 
	Email1: millsactresearch@gmail.com
	Owner Supported: Yes
	Contact Name2: EISENBERG, E AND GATTO, M
	Company2: 
	Contact St Address2: 5060 Los Feliz Boulevard
	ContactCity2: Los Angeles
	State2: CA
	Contact Zip2: 90027
	Phone2: 
	Email2: millsactresearch@gmail.com
	Contact Name3: LA Relics
	Company3: LA Relics
	Contact St Address3: PO Box 292636
	ContactCity3: Los Angeles
	State3: CA
	Contact Zip3: 90029
	Phone3: 
	Email3: millsactresearch@gmail.com
	Check1: Yes
	check5: Yes
	check2: Yes
	check6: Yes
	check3: Yes
	check7: Yes
	check4: Yes
	check8: Yes
	check9: Yes
	checkA: Yes
	checkB: Yes
	checkC: Yes


